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Howell et al. examine a very timely question regarding

the utility of measuring BRAF mutation status in papillary

thyroid cancer (PTC) specimens to determine if it can be

used to predict the presence or absence of lymph node

metastases. The premise is that its measurement could

potentially guide the surgical management of patients with

PTC; i.e., to determine whether a prophylactic central

lymph node dissection (CLND) should be performed. This

is a very well-written study that nicely captures the com-

mon clinical dilemma faced by endocrine surgeons and

also is comprehensive in the interpretation of its results.

It is generally accepted that patients with PTC who have

clinically detectable lymph node metastases either on

physical examination or by ultrasound should undergo a

lymph node dissection. Whether to perform a prophylactic

CLND for PTC remains debatable; some authors claim that

there is no advantage in terms of decreased local recurrence

and improved survival, whereas others claim advantages

regarding both.1 Because of this controversy, some authors

have proposed that BRAF may confer a more aggressive

phenotype and its measurement could then help to guide

the surgeon in terms of whether or not to perform a pro-

phylactic CLND. Conversely, other authors have

documented no correlation with BRAF mutation and

aggressive features of PTC, including the case in point,

namely, the presence of lymph node metastases.2–4 The

literature is replete with studies that include only patients

who had therapeutic and not routine prophylactic CLND,

patients who had lymph nodes removed only incidentally,

or patients who had no lymph nodes removed; none of

these groups of patients would therefore be evaluable in

terms of determining whether BRAF status is truly asso-

ciated with CLN metastases. Two studies have included

only patients who have undergone routine CLND and both

found that BRAF mutation predicted metastatic disease

only in patients who had a PTC that was less than 1 cm in

size; there was no association for larger tumors.5,6

Howell et al. initially identified 274 patients who were

operated on for PTC at the University of Pittsburgh in 2010

and from this group studied 156 (57 %) patients who had

both lymph nodes resected and BRAF testing. In their

study, therapeutic CLND was performed for patients who

had evidence of metastatic disease either on ultrasonogra-

phy or at the time of surgery. A prophylactic CLND was

performed for patients who had a diagnosis of PTC or a

positive BRAF mutation. If PTC was not diagnosed pre-

operatively, the lymph nodes were assessed with visual and

tactile inspection and patients ‘‘had nonanatomic resection

of immediate perithyroidal central compartment lymph

nodes if no suspicious lymphadenopathy was identified.’’

Incidentally, we know from others’ work that intraopera-

tive assessment of lymph nodes is generally unreliable.7–9

In the study by Howell et al. 29 (19 %) had a therapeutic

CLND, 85 (54 %) had a prophylactic CLND, and 42

(27 %) had incidental central lymph nodes resected. In the

entire group of 156, 37 % had evidence of metastatic dis-

ease and 46 % were BRAF mutation-positive. They found

that BRAF mutation was associated with lymph node

metastases both in univariate analysis and multivariable

logistic regression. The sensitivity was noted to be 62 %

and the specificity was 63 %; the positive and negative

predictive values were 50 and 74 %, respectively.

The study by Howell et al. includes patients who have

undergone some sort of lymph node removal. It excludes,

however, more than 40 %, because they did not have a
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CLND. Specifically, 118 of 274 (43 %) patients were

excluded: 51 (19 %) because no molecular testing was

performed, and 67 (24 %) because they did not have a true

CLND. Furthermore, of the final 156 patients who were

included, 42 (27 %) did not have a true CLND. By

excluding a high percentage of patients for various reasons

and including a large percentage who did not have a true

CLND, the concern is that the authors may have introduced

significant bias up front, both seen and unseen, into the

study design. This study does an excellent job of examining

the relationship between BRAF mutation and lymph node

metastases in various subsets of their PTC patients who

underwent therapeutic or prophylactic CLND. It does not,

however, provide information on the relationship between

BRAF and lymph node metastases in the 43 % of their

patients with histologic PTC who did not meet their clinical

criteria for perioperative CLND.

The question that needs to be answered includes the

following: does BRAF predict the presence of metastases in

PTC patients when metastatic disease is not suspected

preoperatively, i.e., when preoperative ultrasound is nega-

tive for metastatic disease? The authors nicely evaluated a

subset of 127 patients without preoperative evidence of

metastatic disease who underwent prophylactic or inci-

dental CLND and found that BRAF did indeed predict

metastases with a sensitivity of 59 % and a specificity of

63 %. However, these 127 individuals were not a random

sample of PTC patients, because one of the criteria for

prophylactic CLND was the presence of BRAF mutation in

preoperative molecular testing. Using BRAF status as a

criterion for prophylactic CLND may skew the observa-

tions, because the subset of study patients undergoing

CLND may be disproportionately more likely to carry the

BRAF mutation compared with the general population of

PTC patients.

The clinically relevant information that can be gleaned

from this study includes the following: overall, 36 of 72

(50 %) patients who were BRAF-positive had lymph node

metastases, whereas 22 of 84 (26 %) patients who were

BRAF-negative had lymph node metastases; within the

prophylactic group, 19 of 54 (35 %) of patients who were

BRAF-positive had lymph node metastases, whereas only

13 of 73 (18 %) of patients who were BRAF-negative had

lymph node metastases. In light of possible biases intro-

duced by including BRAF status as a criterion for

prophylactic CLND, are the reported findings of this study

sufficient to guide the future clinical management of

patients with PTC? Even with questions related to selection

bias set aside, should the surgeon perform a prophylactic

CLND if the patient is likely to harbor metastatic disease

50 % of the time if they are BRAF-positive compared with

26 % of the time if they are BRAF-negative, or, looking at

only the prophylactic group, should the surgeon perform a

prophylactic CLND if the patient is likely to harbor met-

astatic disease 35 % of the time if they are BRAF-positive

compared with 18 % of the time if they are BRAF-nega-

tive? These differences would be unlikely to influence

surgical decision making in a meaningful way.

Overall, this very well-written manuscript addresses an

important clinical question and contributes substantially to

the foundation of data supporting the need for further

studies. For several reasons catalogued above, caution must

be exercised when attempting to extrapolate the results of

this excellent study to a broader population. Future studies

should include evaluation of consecutive patients who

present with a diagnosis of PTC and who undergo true

CLND. It is only through prospective study that the effect

of BRAF mutation on the risk of developing lymph node

metastases can be elucidated fully. Interpretation of the

results of future studies should include not only statistical

analysis but also its practical application; in other words,

what sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative

predictive values would truly influence and impact patient

care? Going forward, should BRAF status determine the

surgical treatment of PTC, or will BRAF status ultimately

contribute to an evidence-based algorithm that will guide

best practices in the surgical treatment of PTC? Only time

and carefully designed prospective studies will tell.
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